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Modern Atomic and Nuclear Physics 2010-06-01
this problems and solutions manual is intended as a companion to an earlier textbook modern atomic and
nuclear physics revised edition world scientific 2010 this manual presents solutions to many end of chapter
problems in the textbook these solutions are valuable to the instructors and students working in the modern
atomic field students can master important information and concept in the process of looking at solutions to
some problems and become better equipped to solve other problems that the instructors propose this solutions
manual has a companion textbook they are available as a paperback set with modern atomic and nuclear
physics revised edition sample chapter s chapter 1 theory of relativity 63 kb chapter 2 the configuration of
atom rutherford s model 85 kb chapter 12 nuclear interactions and reactions 103 kb

Problems and Solutions in Plane Trigonometry (LaTeX Edition)
2016-05-24
highly recommended for iit jee and olympiads 1000 problems with solutions and 100 articles this book collects
together the problems set out at end of each chapter in the author s textbook of plane trigonometry along with
the possible solutions which are linked with an explanation of the sort of reasoning used in order to arrive at
one of the answers in many cases several answers are given for one question the result is a book which can be
used independently of the main volume this book helps in acquiring a better understanding of the basic
principles of plane trigonometry and in revising a large amount of the subject matter quickly it is also to be
noticed that each example or problem is here enunciated at the head of its solution as well as all the relevant
articles are part of the appendix so that the book though a fitting companion to the textbook is not inseparable
from it but may be used as a book of exercises with any other treatise on plane trigonometry we are grateful
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for this opportunity to put the materials into a consistent format and to correct errors in the original
publication that have come to our attention we are highly indebted to chandra shekhar kumar for the fruitful
discussions which led to the idea of masterminding this entire project he helped us put hundreds of pages of
typographically difficult material into a consistent digital format the process of compiling this book has given
us an incentive to improve the layout to double check almost all of the mathematical rendering to correct all
known errors to improve the original illustrations by redrawing them with till tantau s marvelous tikz thus the
book now appears in a form that we hope will remain useful for at least another generation

Lectures on Electromagnetism 2013-06-21
these lecture notes on electromagnetism have evolved from graduate and undergraduate em theory courses
given by the author at the university of rochester with the basics presented with clarity and his characteristic
attention to detail the thirteen chapters cover in logical sequence topics ranging from electrostatics
magnetostatics and maxwell s equations to plasmas and radiation boundary value problems are treated
extensively as are wave guides electromagnetic interactions and fields this second edition comprises many of
the topics expanded with more details on the derivation of various equations particularly in the second half of
the book that focuses on rather advanced topics this set of lecture notes written in a simple and lucid style and
in a manner that is complementary to other texts on electromagnetism will be a valuable addition to the
physics bookshelf contents electrostaticspotential for simple systemsboundary value
problemsdielectricsmagnetostaticsmaxwell s equationswave guidespropagation through a conducting
mediumradiationelectromagnetic fields of currentsplasmaelectromagnetic interactionsscattering and
diffraction readership advanced undergraduate and graduate students focused on electromagnetism keywords
electrostatics boundary value problems dielectrics magnetostatics wave guides plasmareviews ashok das is a
remarkable teacher he is precise and exceptionally clear his arguments are logical and impeccable which is
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why all his students love him ashok s lecture notes on electromagnetism contain the essence of the subject and
reflect his care for clarity of content and simplicity in style thomas ferbel university of rochester professor das
has done a superb job of explaining electricity and magnetism in his new book which is bound to become a
classic clear readable and accurate das book takes the reader through all the important developments in
electrodynamics michio kaku city university of new york

Fractional Calculus 2001-02-12
the book presents a concise introduction to the basic methods and strategies in fractional calculus which
enables the reader to catch up with the state of the art in this field and to participate and contribute in the
development of this exciting research area this book is devoted to the application of fractional calculus on
physical problems the fractional concept is applied to subjects in classical mechanics image processing folded
potentials in cluster physics infrared spectroscopy group theory quantum mechanics nuclear physics hadron
spectroscopy up to quantum field theory and will surprise the reader with new intriguing insights this new
extended edition includes additional chapters about numerical solution of the fractional schrödinger equation
self similarity and the geometric interpretation of non isotropic fractional differential operators motivated by
the positive response new exercises with elaborated solutions are added which significantly support a deeper
understanding of the general aspects of the theory besides students as well as researchers in this field this
book will also be useful as a supporting medium for teachers teaching courses devoted to this subject

Lectures on Quantum Mechanics 2012-01-27
this set of lecture notes on quantum mechanics aims to teach in a simple and straightforward manner the basic
theory behind the subject drawing on examples from all fields of physics to provide both background as well as
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context the self contained book includes a review of classical mechanics and some of the necessary
mathematics both the standard fare of quantum mechanics texts the harmonic oscillator the hydrogen atom
angular momentum as well as topics such as symmetry with a discussion on periodic potentials the relativistic
electron spin and scattering theory are covered approximation methods are discussed with a view to
applications these include stationary perturbation theory the wkb approximation time dependent perturbations
and the variational principle together the seventeen chapters provide a very comprehensive introduction to
quantum mechanics selected problems are collected at the end of each chapter in addition to the numerous
exercises sprinkled throughout the text the book is written in a simple and elegant style and is characterized
by clarity depth and excellent pedagogical organization

How to Write Killer Sales Letter : 2nd Edition 2014-08-28
how you can write your own sales letter that kills which produces a minimum 2 4 conversion rate and save
thousands from hiring your own copywriter at long last you can now write your own professional copy that
sells because i am going to give you the brains of a professional copywriter in layman s terms

Quantum Mechanics: A Modern Development (2nd Edition)
2014-12-16
although there are many textbooks that deal with the formal apparatus of quantum mechanics qm and its
application to standard problems none take into account the developments in the foundations of the subject
which have taken place in the last few decades there are specialized treatises on various aspects of the
foundations of qm but none that integrate those topics with the standard material this book aims to remove
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that unfortunate dichotomy which has divorced the practical aspects of the subject from the interpretation and
broader implications of the theory in this edition a new chapter on quantum information is added as the topic
is still in a state of rapid development a comprehensive treatment is not feasible the emphasis is on the
fundamental principles and some key applications including quantum cryptography teleportation of states and
quantum computing the impact of quantum information theory on the foundations of quantum mechanics is
discussed in addition there are minor revisions to several chapters the book is intended primarily as a
graduate level textbook but it will also be of interest to physicists and philosophers who study the foundations
of qm parts of it can be used by senior undergraduates too

The Numerical Solution of Ordinary and Partial Differential
Equations 2018-02-13
this book presents methods for the computational solution of differential equations both ordinary and partial
time dependent and steady state finite difference methods are introduced and analyzed in the first four
chapters and finite element methods are studied in chapter five a very general purpose and widely used finite
element program pde2d which implements many of the methods studied in the earlier chapters is presented
and documented in appendix a the book contains the relevant theory and error analysis for most of the
methods studied but also emphasizes the practical aspects involved in implementing the methods students
using this book will actually see and write programs fortran or matlab for solving ordinary and partial
differential equations using both finite differences and finite elements in addition they will be able to solve
very difficult partial differential equations using the software pde2d presented in appendix a pde2d solves very
general steady state time dependent and eigenvalue pde systems in 1d intervals general 2d regions and a wide
range of simple 3d regions contents direct solution of linear systemsinitial value ordinary differential
equationsthe initial value diffusion problemthe initial value transport and wave problemsboundary value
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problemsthe finite element methodsappendix a solving pdes with pde2dappendix b the fourier stability
methodappendix c matlab programsappendix d answers to selected exercises readership undergraduate
graduate students and researchers key features the discussion of stability absolute stability and stiffness in
chapter 1 is clearer than in other textsstudents will actually learn to write programs solving a range of simple
pdes using the finite element method in chapter 5in appendix a students will be able to solve quite difficult
pdes using the author s software package pde2d a free version is available which solves small to moderate
sized problems keywords differential equations partial differential equations finite element method finite
difference method computational science numerical analysisreviews this book is very well written and it is
relatively easy to read the presentation is clear and straightforward but quite rigorous this book is suitable for
a course on the numerical solution of odes and pdes problems designed for senior level undergraduate or
beginning level graduate students the numerical techniques for solving problems presented in the book may
also be useful for experienced researchers and practitioners both from universities or industry andrzej icha
pomeranian academy in słupsk poland

Problems and Solutions in Quantum Computing and Quantum
Information 2010-07-21
quantum computing and quantum information are two of the fastest growing and most exciting research fields
in physics entanglement teleportation and the possibility of using the non local behavior of quantum
mechanics to factor integers in random polynomial time have also added to this new interest this book
presents a huge collection of problems in quantum computing and quantum information together with their
detailed solutions which will prove to be invaluable to students as well as researchers in these fields each
chapter gives a comprehensive introduction to the topics all the important concepts and areas such as
quantum gates and quantum circuits product hilbert spaces entanglement and entanglement measures
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teleportation bell states bell measurement bell inequality schmidt decomposition quantum fourier transform
magic gate von neumann entropy quantum cryptography quantum error corrections quantum games number
states and bose operators coherent states squeezed states gaussian states coherent bell states povm
measurement quantum optics networks beam splitter phase shifter and kerr hamilton operator are included a
chapter on quantum channels has also been added furthermore a chapter on boolean functions and quantum
gates with mapping bits to qubits is included the topics range in difficulty from elementary to advanced almost
all problems are solved in detail and most of the problems are self contained each chapter also contains
supplementary problems to challenge the reader programming problems with maxima and symbolicc
implementations are also provided

Instabilities, Chaos And Turbulence (2nd Edition) 2013-01-16
this book 2nd edition is a self contained introduction to a wide body of knowledge on nonlinear dynamics and
chaos manneville emphasises the understanding of basic concepts and the nontrivial character of nonlinear
response contrasting it with the intuitively simple linear response he explains the theoretical framework using
pedagogical examples from fluid dynamics though prior knowledge of this field is not required heuristic
arguments and worked examples replace most esoteric technicalities only basic understanding of mathematics
and physics is required at the level of what is currently known after one or two years of undergraduate
training elementary calculus basic notions of linear algebra and ordinary differential calculus and a few
fundamental physical equations specific complements are provided when necessary methods presented are of
fully general use which opens up ample windows on topics of contemporary interest these include complex
dynamical processes such as patterning chaos control mixing and even the earth s climate numerical
simulations are proposed as a means to obtain deeper understanding of the intricacies induced by
nonlinearities in our everyday environment with hints on adapted modelling strategies and their
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EBOOK: Essentials of Investments: Global Edition 2012-10-03
introducing essentials of investments 9th global edition by zvi bodie alex kane and alan j marcus we are
pleased to present this global edition which has been developed specifically to meet the needs of international
investment students a market leader in the field this text emphasizes asset allocation while presenting the
practical applications of investment theory without unnecessary mathematical detail the ninth edition includes
new coverage on the roots and fallout from the recent financial crisis and provides increased content on the
changes in market structure and trading technology enhancements to this new global edition include new on
the market front boxes highlight important investment concepts in real world situations across the globe to
promote student thinking without taking a full case study approach topics include short selling in europe asia
credit default swaps and the debt crisis in greece and include examples from commerzbank jp morgan
facebook coca cola santander the european energy exchange plus many more revised worked examples
illustrate problems using both real and fictional scenarios from across the world to help students develop their
problem solving skills regional examples include hutchinson whampoa asia the emirates group the middle east
and klm royal dutch airlines the netherlands revised end of chapter material includes brand new global
questions and global internet exercises that feature currencies companies and scenarios from europe middle
east africa and asia to increase engagement for international students global edition of connect plus finance
mcgraw hill s web based assignment and assessment platform with ebook access helps students learn faster
study more efficiently and retain more knowledge this global edition has been adapted to meet the needs of
courses outside of the united states and does not align with the instructor and student resources available with
the us edition
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Solution-Focused Therapy 2011-05-26
struggling with the intricacies of solution focused theory skills or practice wanting to learn more about
providing brief practically based solution focused interventions across many therapeutic settings as part of the
popular brief therapies series this long awaited third edition will tell you all you need to know about solution
focused therapy sft and more this popular introduction takes you step by step through the counselling process
providing insight into how to structure and manage your therapeutic work in ways that are grounded in
solution focused principles this book includes a detailed introduction to the theory and practice of brief
therapy a discussion of the foundations of sft exercises to use with clients and or trainees brand new case
examples relating theory directly to practice an insightful reflection on the journey of the practitioner from
leading solution focused expert bill o connell this book will not only provide practical guidelines and
theoretical background for the beginner but support and inspiration for the more experienced bill o connell is
director of training for focus on solutions limited in birmingham he was previously head of the counselling
department at westhill college of higher education birmingham and is co editor of handbook of solution
focused therapy sage 2003

Myst and Riven 1995
the inaugural title in the landmark video games series

Solutions to Even-numbered Exercises to Accompany Brief
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Calculus with Applications 2006
for more than 30 years the highly regarded secrets series r has provided students and practitioners in all areas
of health care with concise focused and engaging resources for quick reference and exam review nephrology
secrets first south asia edition features the secrets popular question and answer format that also includes lists
tables and an easy to read style making reference and review quick easy and enjoyable the proven secrets r
format gives you the most return for your time concise easy to read engaging and highly effective covers the
full range of essential topics in nephrology for in training or practicing professionals written and fully updated
by global experts and thought leaders in nephrology top 100 secrets and key points boxes provide a fast
overview of the secrets you must know for success in practice and on exams portable size makes it easy to
carry with you for quick reference or review anywhere anytime

Financial Planning Fundamentals 2018-08-30
this re focused third edition of mcgerveys introduction to modern physics is one of the most comprehensive up
to date textbooks and references sources on quantum mechanics available this revision fills the gapbetween
the mainly descriptive treatments of quantum mechanics usually found in traditional modern physics texts and
the non intuitive approaches that treat the subject as a series of mathematical theorems mcgervey achieves
this goal with a thoughtfulanalysis of a number of experiments supplementing these with fully worked
examples and by investigating paradoxes rather than relying on the analysis of a series of dry mathematical
theorems software provided with the text is available for ibm pc compatible computers with vga graphics the
software is the basis for the homework problems many of which have not been used in any form in other books
at this level the text is exceptionally current a fact reflected in the significant amount of materialbased on
articles published in recent years in the american journal of physics the physical review and science in all
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mcgervey provides a lively discussion that will motivate interest and understanding of the subject at the senior
undergraduate level a re focused third edition of mcgervey s introduction to modern physics analyzes a
number of different experiments supplementing these with numerical examples including fully worked
problems includes software that is the basis for homework problems many of which have not been seen in any
other form in other books at this level investigates paradoxes rather than relying on the analysis of a series of
dry mathematical theorems

Nephrology Secrets: First South Asia Edition - E - Book 2013-10-22
without the use of it our everyday life and our supply of goods and services would no longer be conceivable
however cybercrime misuse of values and rights lack of evidence etc reveal equally weighty downsides on the
one hand companies and organizations are expected to ensure information security and compliance with laws
and regulations on the other hand implementation in digital processes is highly complex the organizational
structures from the pre digitization era are not suitable for this how can information security and compliance
be implemented in an economically appropriate practical and future proof manner the prerequisite is to be
able to organize and precisely control it deployment in the respective area of operation in a holistic manner
the following aspects among others are highlighted ongoing consistency of technical and organizational
processes availability confidentiality authenticity and integrity of digital content up to date and evidence based
documentation of processes procedural documentation an answer to the specific how can be found in the voi
pk dml the guide and audit framework for information security and compliance that has been continuously
developed and proven in practice for 20 years suitable for all company sizes quickly identify vulnerabilities and
inconsistencies applicable internationally basic coverage of all information security requirements the voi pk
dml are a guide by practitioners for practitioners you can get started immediately and achieve great benefits
with little effort
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Quantum Mechanics 2021-05-10
marketing is a way of doing business it is all pervasive a part of everyone s job description marketing is an
expression of a company s character and is a responsibility that necessarily belongs to the whole company and
everyone in it

Audit Criteria for Electronic Document Management Processes
and Associated IT Solutions 2011
this ibm redpapertm publication takes you on a journey that surveys cloud computing to answer several
fundamental questions about storage cloud technology what are storage clouds how can a storage cloud help
solve your current and future data storage business requirements what can ibm do to help you implement a
storage cloud solution that addresses these needs this paper shows how ibm storage clouds use the extensive
cloud computing experience services proven technologies and products of ibm to support a smart storage
cloud solution designed for your storage optimization efforts clients face many common storage challenges and
some have variations that make them unique it describes various successful client storage cloud
implementations and the options that are available to meet your current needs and position you to avoid
storage issues in the future ibm cloudtm services ibm cloud managed services and ibm softlayer are
highlighted as well as the contributions of ibm to openstack cloud storage this paper is intended for anyone
who wants to learn about storage clouds and how ibm addresses data storage challenges with smart storage
cloud solutions it is suitable for ibm clients storage solution integrators and ibm specialist sales
representatives
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Marketing Management, 2nd Edition 2018-11-27
serving as an all in one guide to the entire field of coatings technology this encyclopedic reference covers a
diverse range of topics including basic concepts coating types materials processes testing and applications
summarizing both the latest developments and standard coatings methods take advantage of the insights and
experience of over

IBM Private, Public, and Hybrid Cloud Storage Solutions
2005-07-28
this unusual and lively textbook offers a clear and intuitive approach to the classical and beautiful theory of
complex variables with very little dependence on advanced concepts from several variable calculus and
topology the text focuses on the authentic complex variable ideas and techniques accessible to students at
their early stages of mathematical study this full first year course in complex analysis offers new and
interesting motivations for classical results and introduces related topics stressing motivation and technique
numerous illustrations examples and now 300 exercises enrich the text students who master this textbook will
emerge with an excellent grounding in complex analysis and a solid understanding of its wide applicability

Coatings Technology Handbook 1897
a solutions manual to accompany an introduction to numerical methods and analysis third edition an
introduction to numerical methods and analysis helps students gain a solid understanding of a wide range of
numerical approximation methods for solving problems of mathematical analysis designed for entry level
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courses on the subject this popular textbook maximizes teaching flexibility by first covering basic topics before
gradually moving to more advanced material in each chapter and section throughout the text students are
provided clear and accessible guidance on a wide range of numerical methods and analysis techniques
including root finding numerical integration interpolation solution of systems of equations and many others
this fully revised third edition contains new sections on higher order difference methods the bisection and
inertia method for computing eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix a completely re written section on different
methods for poisson equations and spectral methods for higher dimensional problems new problem sets
ranging in difficulty from simple computations to challenging derivations and proofs are complemented by
computer programming exercises illustrative examples and sample code this acclaimed textbook explains how
to both construct and evaluate approximations for accuracy and performance covers both elementary concepts
and tools and higher level methods and solutions features new and updated material reflecting new trends and
applications in the field contains an introduction to key concepts a calculus review an updated primer on
computer arithmetic a brief history of scientific computing a survey of computer languages and software and a
revised literature review includes an appendix of proofs of selected theorems and author hosted companion
website with additional exercises application models and supplemental resources

The Principles of chemistry v. 1 2010-08-02
this compact and concise study provides a clear insight into the concepts of core banking solution cbs a set of
software components that offer today s banking market a robust operational customer database and customer
administration it attempts to make core banking solution familiar to the professionals and regulatory
authorities who are responsible for the control and security of banks and shows that by using cbs banking
services can be made more customer friendly this well organized text divided into two parts and five sections
begins part i with the need for core banking solution technology in banking system its implementation and
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practice it then goes on to a detailed discussion on various technology implications of atm internet banking
cash management system and so on part i concludes with business continuity planning bcp and disaster
recovery planning dcp part ii focuses on components of audit approach of a bank where the core banking
solution has been in operation besides usage of audit tools and study of audit logs have been discussed the
second edition includes new sections on outsourcing of atm operations printing of atm card printing of pin
mailers mobile banking point of sale pos financial inclusion vulnerability assessment penetration testing and so
on besides many topics have been discussed extensively and updated to make the book more comprehensive
and complete key features suggested checklists for performing audits are included an exclusive chapter is
devoted to case studies based on fraudulent activities in banks due to lack of security and controls useful
references have been provided contains relevant standards of international body isaca usa this book would be
useful for chartered accountants who are auditors of various banks it would help the external system auditors
and the auditors who perform concurrent system audit of banks and also the officers of the department of
banking supervision of the reserve bank of india and others who have the responsibilities of regulating the
security and controls in the banks in addition it would be extremely useful to the bankers who have
information technology as one of the subjects for the caiib examination

Complex Analysis 2021-09-03
this text embraces nctm standards while providing a solid mathematical foundation

Solutions Manual to accompany An Introduction to Numerical
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Methods and Analysis 2013-09-05
fundamentals of internet of things fundamentals of internet of things for students and professionals teaches
the principles of iot systems it employs a systematic approach to explain iot architecture models and their
layers the textbook is arranged based on various layers of an architecture model for readers who are
unfamiliar with the concept of data communication and networks the first chapter of this book covers the
fundamentals of data communication and networks it can also be used as review material for those who are
already familiar with the concept the book begins with many examples of iot use cases to show readers how iot
can be applied to various iot verticals the concept of smart sensors is then described as well as their
applications in the iot ecosystem because internet connectivity is an essential part of any iot system the book
explores wired and wireless connectivity schemes including cellular iot in the 4g and 5g eras iot protocols
analytics as well as iot security and privacy are important topics that are explained in this book with simple
explanations the last chapter of this book is dedicated to iot solution development iot is one of the most rapidly
evolving technologies today and there is no better guide to this rapidly expanding sector than fundamentals of
internet of things iot for students and professionals features simple explanations of complex concepts more
than 300 exercise problems and advanced exercise questions provided solutions for the exercise problems 10
practical iot projects

CORE BANKING SOLUTION 1996
by combining step by step instructions with vivid case examples the author provides the necessary tools to
easily and quickly implement this powerful counseling method
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College Algebra 2022-11-11
the goal of this text is to describe the technical design aspects of the it infrastructure it does not give the
details of installing and customizing sap software nor business process reengineering using primarily hp
products for the solution examples the chapters guide the reader through the foundation of the systems from
an it perspective reviews its business application and architecture and introduces the server systems then
describes data storage high availability and recovery solutions client pcs with front end user interfaces output
management and printing solutions network infrastructure and requirements cabling designs lans and wans
and connecting mysap com to the internet both authors are members of the hp sap international competence
center annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Fundamentals of Internet of Things 2005
this volume is a selection of invaluable papers by p g de gennes 1991 nobel prize winner in physics which have
had a long lasting impact on our understanding of condensed matter important ideas on polymers liquid
crystals and interfaces are described the author has added some afterthoughts to the main papers explaining
their successes or weaknesses and some current views on each special problem the text is simple and easy to
read

Brief Counseling That Works 1870
even grues get full is the fourth collection of the hit geek comic strip user friendly by j d illiad frazer written
with fresh dry humor and an amusing vividness that brings the cast of characters to life the comic strip is
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loved and read by millions around the world from professional technologists to eight year old wunderkinds
from 83 year old grandmothers who miss their commodore 64s to patient spouses of born programmers the
comic strip is packed with references to geek interests from obscure movies to old computer games yet non
geeks are able to enjoy the story lines and character quirks from erwin s acerbic humor to miranda s constant
angst from the smiling man s machiavellian machinations to a j s dysfunctional naïveté at the center of this lies
dust puppy the strip s gentle hearted mascot and the character who has endeared himself to readers
everywhere in this book join the antics of the characters once again as stef contends with an enormous tequila
worm mike is tormented by mr cola and the techs move shop into an abandoned missile silo also included in
this collection are the 9 11 tribute cartoons that were widely praised for their clear and simple pathos called
dilbert for geeks by wired magazine and considered to be one of the few consistently intelligent and socially
aware cartoons on the net user friendly remains one of the most popular destinations for geeks and non geeks
alike this book is a sure hit with anyone who works with computers or for anyone who lives with someone who
works with computers

Chemical News 1894
the history of mathematics a source based approach is a comprehensive history of the development of
mathematics this the first volume of the two volume set takes readers from the beginning of counting in
prehistory to 1600 and the threshold of the discovery of calculus it is notable for the extensive engagement
with original primary and secondary source material the coverage is worldwide and embraces developments
including education in egypt mesopotamia greece china india the islamic world and europe the emphasis on
astronomy and its historical relationship to mathematics is new and the presentation of every topic is informed
by the most recent scholarship in the field the two volume set was designed as a textbook for the authors
acclaimed year long course at the open university it is in addition to being an innovative and insightful
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textbook an invaluable resource for students and scholars of the history of mathematics the authors each
among the most distinguished mathematical historians in the world have produced over fifty books and earned
scholarly and expository prizes from the major mathematical societies of the english speaking world

The Chemical News and Journal of Physical Science 1870

Chemical News and Journal of Physical Science 1977

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 2001

SAP Hardware Solutions 2003-04-16

Simple Views On Condensed Matter (3rd Edition) 2019-09-06

Guide to RBI Grade B Officers Exam 2019 Phase 1 - 3rd Edition
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2003-08-26

Even Grues Get Full 1891

Chemical News and Journal of Industrial Science 2019-05-08

The History of Mathematics: A Source-Based Approach: Volume 1
1989

数理科学講究錄 1870

The Chemical News
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